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HOLIDAY
STREETLIGHT
SPECTACULAR
Did you see it? We know the answer
is Yes! because it’s hard to miss the
spectacular new enhancement to the
district—the dazzling light ropes on all
our lampposts and many of the vertical
scaffolding support beams. It’s everything
you’d expect in a place called the
Diamond District.
Continued on page 13

YEAR IN REVIEW: 2020
It’s hard to exaggerate the hope and sense of promise we all shared as the calendar moved one year ahead
last January 1st. For most, 2020 seemed to be a turning point. A robust economic turnaround was unmistakable,
and the US was ascendant. And then came March.
Continued on page 12

Annual Meeting via Video-Conference
Tuesday, January 5th, 2021at 9:30 AM
Please email signup@diamonddistrict.org for a direct meeting link.

WHAT’S INSIDE
In the News, pg 4; Market Trends, pg 6; Industry Spotlight, pg 8 ;
Diamond District Partnership News, pg 9; Crime Report, pg 17
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends,
If 2020 was a diamond, we would’ve been dazzled by
January’s sales pitch, ecstatic in February by the “special
price—just for you,” and crushed in March to discover the
diamond was filled and all sales were final.
It certainly wasn’t what we were expecting. We leapt
into what was a promising new year with energy and
optimism. The economy was finally taking off and old
school retailers were starting get the hang of how to
communicate with the up-and-coming, purpose &
values-conscious Gen-Z age group. Then came the cruel
bait-and-switch that left us feeling violated and uncertain.
The December Diamond District Monthly 2020 Year in
Review begins on Page 9 paints a picture of a year that
wasn’t too pretty: Pandemic…economic apocalypse…riots…
surging crime…plummeting quality of commerce on our city streets…a tense, contentious
presidential election. Not too pretty, indeed.
But with 2021 upon us, let’s aim for a do-over. We’ll always be stuck with that lousy 2020
diamond, but one sucker deal doesn’t spell the end of a career, or an industry, or a district.
The Lubavitcher Rebbe often dispensed the following easy to remember but difficult to follow
advice: “Think good and it will be good.” If there was one truism about 2020, it is that difficult
things happen that are beyond our control. Looking forward to 2021, knowing that what may
come is beyond our control, the best we can do as an industry and as individuals is to
“think good.”
So, spend some time looking through the “Year in Review.” Embrace the good and write off
the bad. Next year is a new year. Let’s “think it into a good year.” It’s a good time to give
optimism a chance.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!

One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.

Reputable Metal Refiner Since 1985

www.mgsreﬁning.com
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IN THE NEWS

Brilliant Earth Introduces Line of
Inclusive, Gender-Neutral Ring Designs

Long-awaited Gem & Mineral Collection
Discovered at New York’s American
Museum of Natural History

Specimens in the new Allison
and Roberto Halls of Gems
and Minerals. Image courtesy
of AMNH)

After millions of years in the
making, the American Museum
of Natural History announced
that its long-awaited Allison
and Roberto Mignone Halls of
Gems and Minerals is finally
set to open.

The 11,000-square-foot
museum exhibit is scheduled
to open on Feb. 17, 2021 and will feature nearly 5,000
gem and mineral specimens from 95 countries. The Halls
of Gems and Minerals are named for Roberto and Allison
Mignone, long-time supporters and volunteers of the
world-famous museum and New York institution.
Visitors to the Halls of Gems and Minerals can look
forward to seeing a magnificent showcase of recently
acquired specimens, like a 3,000-pound block of iridescent
green and blue labradorite, two amethyst geodes among
the world’s largest at 9 and 12 feet tall, and a slice of a
fossilized tree called a metasequoia that lived between
35 and 33 million years ago.
Other expected crowd pleasers include the famed
“Singing Stone,” a massive block of blue azurite and
green malachite first seen at the Chicago World’s Fair in
1893. The collection also features awe-inspiring stones
such as the 563-carat “Star of India” sapphire and
632-carat “Patricia Emerald.”
Every step of the display was designed in mind to
provide visitors with an education on the evolving
expansion of mineral diversity and the environments in
which they form. Visitors will gain and understanding
and appreciation for the myriad ways precious gems
and minerals have been used throughout history for
personal adornment, religious worship, industrial tools,
and technology.
“Generations of New Yorkers have loved the museum’s
mineral and gem halls, storing up memories of family
visits and marveling at the glamorous displays of utterly
spectacular minerals and gems, while learning about the
latest scientific explanations for their formation,” said
Ellen V. Futter, President of the American Museum of
Natural History. “Now, as New York continues to endure
the many challenges posed by COVID-19, we are proud
to be among the first major new museum spaces to open.
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A selection from the Brilliant
Earth Gender-Neutral Ring
Collection Images courtesy
of Brilliant Earth

Jewelry brand and
retailer Brilliant Earth is going
beyond its usual niche of
ethical sourcing for its classic
engagement ring collections,
to reach a growing category of
consumers who seek non-gender
specific jewelry designs.

The new gender-neutral
jewelry line is called the Mx Collection and features
wedding and fine jewelry that according to Brilliant
Earth is a “a modern take on traditional fine jewelry
design resulting in fresh, gender-fluid styles.”
The series consists of four engagement rings and
nine wedding bands in platinum, 18k white and yellow
gold, and 14k rose gold. The company describes these
new designs as “clean-lined but cleverly conceived,
incorporating alluring textures, minimalist diamond
pavé, gypsy-set gems, and low-set gem mountings.”
An illustrative example is the Mx Collection’s diamond
solitaire Cielo ring, which features a non-centered
open bezel setting attached to a low-domed band that
embraces an aesthetic that the company says appeals
equally to both men and women.
The retailer also announced that the Mx Collection
and many of its other classic wedding styles will include
“inclusive” ring size options, ranging in size from 10 – 12.
Prices for collection pieces range from $550 to $1,190
for engagement ring settings and $790 to $3,690 for
wedding bands.
“Offering rings for everyone is an important part of
our mission to inspire a more compassionate jewelry
industry,” says Brilliant Earth co-founder and co-CEO,
Beth Gerstein.
SOURCE: Emili Vesilind for JCK

Entrepreneur Touts New Technology
to Produce Diamonds From Thin Air
Rather than mining for
hidden diamonds deep in
the earth, serial entrepreneur
Dale Vince recently announced
his discovery of dazzling
gemological treasures buried
in plain sight, way up in the air.
Vince, best known for founding green energy provider,
Vol. 125 | December 2020

Ecotricity, named his new U.K.-based venture
“Skydiamond.” He says the new company is set to
begin producing “the world’s first and only diamonds
made entirely from the sky.”
In a November press release, Vince describes creating
“the ultimate way to take carbon out of the sky and turn
it into something enduring and beautiful – a fully certified
diamond – recognized by the International Gemological
Institute – just like those mined from the ground.”
After more than five years with their heads in the clouds,
Vince and his team of scientists in Stroud, Gloucestershire
perfected a process that turns atmospheric carbon into
diamonds. Working from their “sky mining facility,” they
say the carbon used to make the diamonds is taken from
the atmosphere. The energy is provided by the wind and
sun, and water from captured rain.
“Skydiamond is not just the world’s very first zero
impact diamond — it’s also carbon negative, making
the air cleaner,” according to the release.
As per the company release, “Skydiamonds are
physically and chemically identical to Earth-mined
diamonds, and, because of the purity of the ingredients
and the unique production process, are of the highest
quality. Production will be strictly limited making these
stones the rarest diamonds on the planet.”
“Making diamonds from nothing more than the sky,
from the air we breathe, is a magical, evocative idea —
it’s modern alchemy,” says Vince. “It’s [an] industry fit
for the 21st Century.” The diamonds will be available to
preorder in early 2021.

gap all but disappeared by November 10th, when sales
soared to $2.5 billion for a 27% year-on-year rise.
Consumer spending in the first 10 days of the 2020
holiday season signaled optimism as customers parted
with $21.7 billion—a 21% increase over the same period
a year ago—for retail merchandise.
“Despite the slowdown in consumer spending
as election results unfolded, there are enough big
shopping days ahead to make up lost ground,” said
Taylor Schreiner, director of Adobe Digital Insights.
“In spite of earlier discounting, the days including
Thanksgiving, Black Friday and Cyber Monday have
great staying power and are expected to set new
records, with growth in the 35% to 40% range.”
Adobe’s Schreiner believes total online spending
may move higher still if lawmakers can agree on a new
federal stimulus package in time for the height of holiday
shopping, or if large numbers of brick-and-mortal stores
are forced shut due to a severe resurgence of COVID-19.
In that scenario, Adobe predicts growth in online sales
to reach 47% year on year to $200 billion.
SOURCE: RAPAPORT News

Exotic Purple-Pink Sales Price Sets
Records at Sotheby’s

SOURCE: INSTORE

Post-Election Relief Spurs U.S.
Retail Revival

The Spirit of the Rose diamond.
Image courtesy of Sotheby’s

A new sales record was
set at the Sotheby’s Geneva
Magnificent Jewels auction
when Alrosa’s Spirit of the
Rose achieved the highest ever
sales price for a purple-pink
diamond. The diamond went
to an anonymous phone bidder

for nearly $27 million.
The worrisome dip in
e-commerce sales in the days
immediately following the
November 3rd US presidential
election reversed dramatically a
mere five days later, according to
a study by consumer research
group Adobe Analytics. Adobe measures data from over
one trillion visits to 80 of the top 100 online US retailers.
The study found that on November 8, consumers
spent $2.5 billion online, an increase of 26% year on year,
compared the dive online sales took on November 4th
when spending fell to $1.9 million—a 12% year on year
collapse, and 2% on November 5 to $1.9 billion, says Adobe.
The reversal began its uptick the following day with sales
climbing 24% year-on-year to $2.4 billion; the spending
diamonddistrict.org

The exceptionally rare 14.83 carat Fancy Vivid
Purple-Pink, Internally Flawless, Type IIa diamond was
named ‘The Spirit of the Rose’ after Vaslav Nijinsky’s
legendary ballet, Le Spectre de la rose. The diamond
was mined, cut and polished in Russia and, according
to Sotheby’s, is the largest Purple-Pink diamond to ever
appear at auction.
Sold for $26.6 million, or $1.8 million per carat, was
notably higher than its low estimate of $23 million.
The sale took place at the Magnificent Jewels and Noble
Jewels live auction which garnered $52.2 million in total.
“The Spirit of the Rose caught the imagination of
everyone who had the chance to see it,” said Benoit
Repellin, head of the Sotheby’s Geneva Magnificent
Jewels auction. “With its size, beautiful color, perfect
Continued on page 13
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Market Trends

Bain & Co. Forecasts Largest and
Longest Ever Decline in Luxury Sales

Luxury goods sales worldwide are expected to drop by 23% to $258 billion this year—the largest ever
drop and first such decline since 2009, according to a recent Bain & Company report. Bain attributes the
freefall to fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic.
The one possible bright side is that the forecast falls on the sunnier side of the Bain’s original predictions
of the extent of the decline, which they forecast in May to be between 20 to 35 percent.
The luxury market was initially spared much of the severity thanks in part to the US government’s
financial intervention and a stronger than expected sales rebound this past summer. As worldwide lockdown
measures began to lift or ease in the spring, pent-up consumer spending ignited a relatively robust buying
spree on high-end handbags, clothes, jewelry, and watches.
By October, however, election-related uncertainty in the US and new lockdown restrictions in response to
the pandemic’s resurgence worldwide began weighing down economic gains. Bain forecasts an at least 10%
drop in fourth-quarter sales. Should lockdowns intensify during the crucial Christmas season, retailers should
expect even steeper declines.
Bain projects that luxury will not fully recover until the end of 2022 or the first half of 2023.
Meanwhile, the meteoritic rise of e-commerce sales of personal luxury merchandise in 2020 continues to
rock the traditional retail universe. Due to the coronavirus crisis, online purchases nearly doubled from 12%
in 2019 to 23% in 2020 to $57.94 billion. If this sustained growth continues, Bain predicts e-commerce will
become the leading channel for luxury purchases by 2025.
The one global bright spot is China, where sales have surged by 45% since the spring when the country
began to emerge from the pandemic. According to Federica Levato, a partner at Bain & Company, “We have
a two-speed world, with Europe and the US strongly hit by the second wave and by social and political
uncertainty, while China is relentlessly accelerating day after day.”
SOURCE: Bain & Company; businessoffashion.com; Rapaport News
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The Elusive Future of Physical Retail?
The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020
sent US retailers scrambling to find ways to keep their
businesses and serve their customers. Uncertainty ruled
and roiled every corner and convention of the retail
firmament haunting retailers large and small during
sleepless nights and profitless days.
At first, the struggle centered on finding ways to
reopen. Once allowed to return to work, they grappled
with the unprecedented challenge of how to find a
balance between the safety of their customer and the
health of their businesses. The nagging concern was
knowing whether this was even possible.
This crucial article is a must-read for every brick & mortar retailer. It details ways for retailers to anticipate
and overcome the unstoppable forces of changes brought about by the relentless march of time and sped up
by the COVID-19 crisis.
www.nationaljeweler.com/independents/retail-profiles/9421-what-s-the-future-of-physical-retail
SOURCE: National Jeweler

A GIA Education –
Your Place, Your Pace.
Online courses from the Gemological Institute
of America offer a multimedia experience that
brings to life essential knowledge on jewelry,
diamonds, colored stones and pearls. Work
towards your GIA credential from the comfort of
your own home.

Learn more at

GIA.edu/gem-education/distance
©2020 GIA. GIA®, the GIA logo and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.

diamonddistrict.org
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Industry Spotlight

New Report: Synthetics Register on
Consumer Radar Like Never Before
Suddenly, everyone’s talking about synthetic diamonds.
According to survey from MVI Marketing, the proportion of
consumers who say they are aware of lab-grown diamonds shot
up to 80% in 2020 from 58% in 2018.
Furthermore, 69% of shoppers surveyed were able to identify
specific brands of lab-grown diamonds. The percentage just two
years ago was 49%. Approximately 8% of respondents say they
either presently owned or had purchased a lab-grown diamond
before, and say they expect to see them offered at stores where
they regularly shop.
While approximately 38% of independent jewelry retailers in
the US carry lab-grown diamonds either online or in their stores, MVI forecasts that a significant shift
spanning the industry when this number rises to over 50% during the 2020 holiday season. A large factor in
this growth will simply come down to profit: 95% of jewelers who participated in the survey reported better
margins from synthetic stones—78% reported increased margins of at least 16% to 40% over
mined diamonds.
“Lab-grown diamond is a high-margin category that consumers are reacting to positively,” says MVI
Marketing’s CEO Marty Hurwitz. “Now that Signet is in it, other jewelers will have to take a hard look at this
category or lose out on it.”
Does love have anything to do with it? Apparently, very little, as per the MVI survey, which found the
most common reason drawing consumers to synthetics is the “size-to-value ratio,” which is another way of
saying “affordable bragging rights.”
Buying a synthetic diamond instead of a natural, mined diamond allow consumers to buy a much bigger
stone for much less money, without sacrificing in quality or aesthetics.
This turbo-charged purchasing power, MVI notes, is driving consumer trends toward significantly larger
center stone weights—over the past two years, the industry has seen a 10% increase in the weight and size
of the average center stone, which is now between 2 to 3 carats.
“Although diamonds are often associated with love and emotions, it’s up to shoppers to decide what
kind of diamond represents that to them,” says Hurwitz. “Hanging on to one product that sells love may not
be a good idea. Present consumers with a choice, present both mined and lab-grown diamonds, and make
money with the products they value and see as love. Let them choose.”
“It doesn’t matter what consumers have assigned that emotion to, jewelers have to make a profit on it;
that’s the goal,” he added. “
MVI conducted the survey of 1,027 jewelry consumers and an unspecified number of jewelry retailers
together with the International Grown Diamond Association (IGDA) and Instore magazine.
SOURCE: RAPAPORT News; MVI
Continued on page 14
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A YEAR IN REVIEW
One can only pray 2021 will be a much
different. It’s hard to exaggerate the hope and
sense of promise we all shared as the calendar
moved one year ahead last January 1st. For
most, 2020 seemed to be a turning point. A
robust economic turnaround was unmistakable,
and the US was ascendant.
Also ascendant were the state of affairs on
W. 47th Street. There was credible expectation
for rapid redevelopment of several long-vacant
properties. The streets were cleaner than
ever and an aggressive campaign to replace
decrepit street fixtures and remove eyesores
was near a successful completion. City tourism
was reaching record levels and the resurgence
of retail shopping and the celebration of New
York City as a financial and retail capital was
quietly building.
And then came March. Stories of a mysterious
epidemic were creeping into the headlines but
the danger of a widespread, world-stopping
virus crossing the United States border remained
firmly in the cheap paperback rack in most
American minds.
Stealthily then immediately, the coronavirus
buzz mutated from an emerging news story
to a suffocating new reality. The nation began
a state of “lockdown”—a term many still had
difficulty defining. Diamond District security
camera footage appeared frozen, showing
nothing but a single still-frame image of a
deserted, motionless street.
Memorial Day weekend, as the newly defined

diamonddistrict.org

definition of normal began to blossom into
a hopeful future, brought word that street
protests, arson, looting, and vandalism halfway
across the country were blazing an angry
trail east.
The unrest was sparked by the tragic,
horrifying slaying of an African American man
while in Minneapolis police custody. Overnight,
a local atrocity metastasized into a nationwide
frenzy that sent the Diamond District scurrying
beneath plywood sheets and behind rows
of riot barriers locking both ends of West
47th Street.
As we near the end of 2020—an ongoing
pandemic, renewed fears of second lockdown,
a sustained retail apocalypse, garbage fires,
a crisis of homelessness, all looming beneath
a fear of future unrest and the jarring return to
80s-era street crime in NYC, leaves a bewildered,
exhausted district, city, and nation with mixed
feelings of doom and hope.
The contradiction is familiar to Americans,
who live and thrive in a culture innately
equipped to survive the worst of times by
envisioning and attaining a greater, safer, more
prosperous future.
This month we look back at a very trying
year; but not to dwell on the past. Rather, to
drive a stake in the ground at the point from
which we know in our hearts will mark the start
of a better year to come.
Continued on page 10
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9:00 AM on March 27th, 2020—This apocalyptic, unchanging view of a deserted, motionless West 47th Street at the height
of the COVID-19 lockdown led several district merchants to wonder if their remote surveillance video feed was malfunctioning.

The Diamond District Partnership/47th Street BID
assisted in organizing a heavy police and contractedsecurity patrol presence to protect the district during several
terrifying nights in a city beset by roaming gangs of looters,
arsonists. The day before the unrest began, business owners
were advised to erect plywood barriers to protect their
stores and buildings.
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In August, members of the Diamond District Partnership
security team contacted FDNY after spotting columns of
smoke rising from several areas on W. 47th Street. The
smoke was the result of several trash fires purposely set
by a suspect who was captured on surveillance camera and
arrested several days later.
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Years of heavy gloom over the sidewalk at 62 – 66 West
gave way to glorious sunshine this past June, when a row
of trucks pulled up in front and began to dismantle the long
unsightly scaffolding that were masking the ornate
storefront facades.

27 West 47th Street pre-demo

Months of waiting came to an end this past January
when the last of the filthy, unused payphone stalls were finally
removed from W. 47th Street. Removing the final payphones
in front of 72 West was the end of an aggressive campaign
by the Diamond District Partnership/47th Street BID to rid
the district of an unnecessary eyesore and impediment to
pedestrian movement.

27 West 47th Demo

Looking beyond the doom and uncertainty enveloping
the district throughout many points during 2020, the
district saw the demolition of 27 West in November.
Plans for a new structure that will run between W. 47th
Street W. 48th Streets demonstrates that investment
and development in a bright future for the Diamond
District is already underway.
diamonddistrict.org

The year began with the delivery of shiny new Diamond
District Monthly newsboxes. Though nearing one year old,
they’re still shiny and continue to make a lovely contribution
to the ever-improving aesthetics on W. 47th Street.
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Diamond District
Partnership News

CNBC PRIMETIME SERIES
“STREETS OF DREAMS” DEBUTS
WITH DIAMOND DISTRICT

The new primetime series “Streets of Dreams”
is finally scheduled to debut on December 29th, 2020
at 10:00 PM on CNBC. “Streets of Dreams” is a
fascinating look at several huge U.S. industries that
unique in that they are concentrated into specific,
tiny areas in the country.
A prime example is the 47th Street Diamond
District, which is why the show host, Marcus Lemonis,
chose us as the subject of the series’ debut episode.
The footage for the first episode on W 47th Street
was filmed late last year.
Marcus Lemonis is best known for his fascinating
CNBC show, The Profit, in which he demonstrates his
unique ability to breathe new life and revenue into
struggling small businesses. He bases his successful
guidance for small businesses from his life and career
as a successful entrepreneur and philanthropist.
Unlike other recent portrayals of the Diamond
District, which may have been less representative than
desired, we anticipate “Streets of Dreams” to be true
portrait of the hard work and warm hearts common
among those who spend their lives on our very own
street of dreams here in the Diamond District.
12
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Partnership News

HOLIDAY STREETLIGHT
SPECTACULAR
Did you see it? We know the answer is Yes because it’s hard
to miss the spectacular new enhancement to the district—the
dazzling light ropes on all our lampposts and many of the vertical
scaffolding support beams. It’s everything you’d expect in a place
called the Diamond District!
The lights are bringing incredible life and energy to the street.
The lights are bright enough that they are visible during the day
and breathtaking after dark.
Make sure to let all your customers know about how
your BID is investing in the aesthetics and holiday spirit in the
district this year. Encourage them to come see for themselves
and to spread the word that the Diamond District is open for
business and as vibrant and exciting than ever.

In the News
Continued from page 5
cut and oval shape, it is a wonder of nature, steeped in
Russia’s century-long diamond tradition and cultural
heritage. It fully deserves the price achieved tonight,
which is also testament to the growing appreciation and
awareness of the great scarcity of pink diamonds around
the world.”
SOURCE: Sotheby’s; Rapaport News

Israel’s Sarine Technologies Readies
to Launch New Diamond-Scanning
Center in Dubai

Image courtesy of Sarine
Technologies

Israel’s summer peace
agreement with the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) has Sarine
Technologies on the move as
plans move forward to open a
full-service diamond-scanning
center in Dubai.

The Israeli diamond scanning innovator, in partnership
with Dubai-based Trigem, will operate the center under
license from Sarine. According to a statement from Sarine,
the center will provide industry members access to Sarine’s
Galaxy inclusion-mapping equipment for a per-carat fee;
fees will be split between the two companies.
In a monumental peace agreement brokered by
the Trump administration, Israel and the UAE agreed to
normalize relations in August. Motivating the strengthened
ties were expectations for vast commercial opportunities
between companies in both countries. Immediately
following the signing ceremony, the Israel Diamond
Exchange and the Dubai Multi Commodities Centre
signed a historic cooperation deal, which included
opening representative offices in each country’s diamond
hubs and to promote trading between the jurisdictions.
“It is forecast that due to geopolitical and cost-base
changes, Dubai may very well emerge as the most
important global trading hub for rough diamonds, second
to none,” Sarine explained. “Dubai, already home to a key
trading bourse of rough diamonds, is also expected to
further expand to become an important trading center
for polished diamonds.”
Continued on page 15

diamonddistrict.org
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Diamond District
Industry
Spotlight
Partnership
News
Continued from page 8

Fortunoff Jewelry Closing Store,
Going Online-Only Again
Is it a roller coaster or a merry go round? Either way, Fortunoff Fine
Jewelry is determined to survive the perpetual wild ride it’s been on for
over a decade.
Back in 2009, survival for Fortunoff meant embracing a fully online
sales model after double bankruptcies forced the famed retailer to close
its doors. Then came a triumphant return to the real world in 2014 when
Fortunoff ended its online exile with the establishment of a genuine brick
and mortar store in Wesbury, NY.
As with everything else in 2020, according to a recent article in
JCKOnline.com, another change is already happening. Responding
to the radical shift in consumer sensibilities following the COVID-19
lockdown, Fortunoff president, Esther Fortunoff, is certain the only
path for survival is for the famed retailer to again shutter its recently opened doors, and head back to
where the money is—deep within the limitless opportunity of online sales.
Following its second bankruptcy filing in 2009, the Fortunoff name was purchased by Esther Fortunoff
and her brother David (who is no longer actively involved in the business). They emerged from Chapter 11
as an exclusively online version via its Fortunoffjewelry.com website.
According to the JCK report, Esther Fortunoff felt the Westbury store was doing relatively well, but sees
the dramatic societal shifts due to the pandemic and other factors as reason enough to embrace radical
change, yet again.
Before opening the Westbury store, “people said they wanted to touch and feel jewelry,” she says.
“I’ve had the boutique for six years. But now is not really the time for that. The world has changed.
Either customers don’t want to come in, or they have studied the website and don’t necessarily need
to be in the store.”
While many of these changes were brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, Esther says the saw the
world starting to change well before.
“Younger people are fine with online,” she says. “There’s a whole generational shift. The baby boomers
aren’t spending so much money. They are gifting the jewelry to their kids.”
She believes the next step in achieving retail immortality is to direct all her resources on the website.
“Keeping a brick-and-mortar store open and operating is a full-time job,” she says. “I have a wonderful staff,
but customers really wanted to see me in person and I was devoting a lot of time to it. It stopped me from
being able to explore new designers, plus travel was a bit restricted.”
If the history of Fortunoff has taught anything, heading back to a main street retail location is always
a possibility. “Brick-and-mortar has changed so much, but I love being in a store and interacting with
customers. That was fun for me, and it’s still fun to show people product and have them say, ‘Wow.
That’s a really beautiful ruby.’ I just have to look for the right fit and the right way to do it.”
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCK
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Continued from page 13
Sarine-licensed service centers are already operating
in Belgium, Botswana, China, Namibia, Russia and South
Africa. The company owns and operates similar centers in
Israel, India and the US.
SOURCE: Rapaport News; Sarine Technologies

Louis Vuitton is New Owner of Lucara’s
549 Carat Rough
Lucara Diamond’s sale of a
549-carat rough to Louis Vuitton
marks the start of the luxury
retailer’s venture into crafting
bespoke pieces customized to
match client requests.
549-carat Sethunya
diamond. Image courtesy
of Lucara Diamond

The venture involves a
partnership between Lucara,
Louis Vuitton, and HB Antwerp, which will manufacture
the stone. Lucara’s price is yet unknown, as it will be based

diamonddistrict.org

on the estimated polished outcome. HB will determine this
value using scanning and planning technologies. Louis
Vuitton will pay the miner more at a later stage if the final
polished price exceeds this estimate, while subtracting
manufacturing costs.
Lucara’s 549-carat, unbroken diamond, the fourth
largest recovered in the history of Botswana, is being
lauded for its “exceptional purity.” The miner named the
stone Sethunya, which means flower in Setswana.
“In line with their long tradition of personalization,
Louis Vuitton envisages…the ultimate personalized
high-jewelry experience, and the opportunity to create
a truly unique gem, a storied family heirloom,” said a
Lucara spokesperson. “In this way, the client will be
involved in the creative process of plotting, cutting,
polishing and becoming part of the story that the
stone will carry with it into history.”

SOURCE: Rapaport News
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48 YEARS ON W. 47TH STREET: A DIAMOND DISTRICT
FAREWELL TO DAVID KAPLAN OF VALLEY BANK
A familiar face on 47th Street for the past 48 years, David Kaplan,
Branch Services Manager of the Diamond District’s Valley Bank branch,
and an Assistant Vice President of Valley will be retiring on
December 31st, 2020.
David first stepped onto the block at 22 years old in June 1973 for a job
interview with Joe Wagner, branch manager of the Old Merchants Bank of
New York located on 47th Street. This bank ultimately became Valley, which
some time ago moved across the street to its current location. Morgan,
apparently impressed by Kaplan’s handwriting, hired him on
the spot for a teller position. “He didn’t even ask me a question; I started that same day,” Kaplan recalls.
David feels fortunate to have spent his career in banking in one of the most dynamic and unique streets in all
of Manhattan, if not the nation. “The fact that I worked with all these customers—they became family,” he says.
“I’ve seen people come in young and when they retired. They’ve been a part of my life.”
Some of David’s most memorable and meaningful moments centered on customers who were Holocaust
survivors, who after years of working together would open up to him about their experiences.
His retirement plans include spending time with his family, especially his grandchildren, and traveling. “When I
tell people how many years I spent on 47th Street,” says David, “they’re amazed. But I had a great life here, I love
the job and I love the people.”

A WARM DIAMOND DISTRICT SEND-OFF TO VALLEY
BANK’S FRAN NARDELLA UPON HER RETIREMENT
When Fran Nardella first began working at the Old Merchants Bank of
New York branch on W. 47th in 1989, she remembers the sidewalks were
so congested with pedestrians “you could barely walk down the block,”
she recalls. “The lines of customers went to the door.” Now, as Fran counts
down her last few weeks before retiring as the Senior Customer Service
Representative for the W. 47th Valley bank branch, the street seems calmer
and less hectic.
Fran’s banking career began in 1976 when she left her job working for
a magazine distributor for a more lucrative opportunity as a bank clerk. 13
Fran Nardella with DDP President, Harvey Nagin
years and various titles later, she began a wonderful new chapter of her
career, which lasted over 31 years in what she describes as the most family-oriented business districts in New York City.
She remembers a dazzling time when she was invited to attend star-studded party thrown by one of the local
jewelers where dozens of the top hip-hop artists in the world were guests. She also recalls the outpouring of love
from many of her Diamond District bank customers after the loss of her husband. “He was the best husband in
the world,” she says tenderly, as she describes how unforgettable it was to have her customers taking on the role
of family and friends; coming to the wake and continuing to look in after her since his passing nearly four-and-a-half
years ago.
Fran looks forward to spending her retirement with family and friends, traveling when the threat of COVID
eases, and ultimately taking on some part time work. She says she cherishes her memories and will miss the
wonderful people in the Diamond District. “I’ll miss all these wonderful people; the stories they they told and the
kindness they showed.”
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

DETECTIVE BUREAU
Wanted Flyer # 60914945

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

WANTED

FOR GRAND LARCENY
PERPETRATOR - PROBABLE CAUSE TO ARREST

MAMADI SANOH / MALE / BLACK / 21 YEARS OF AGE DOB: 01/25/1999
NYSID # 14218952K HEIGHT 5' 9" , WEIGHT 150 lbs., HAIR BLACK, EYES
BROWN LAST KNOWN ADDRESS: 243 EAST 30 STREET MANHATTAN NY

THE MIDTOWN NORTH DETECTIVE SQUAD IS ATTEMPTING TO
LOCATE THE ABOVE PICTURED SUBJECT IN REGARDS TO A
GRAND LARCENY INVESTIGATION. ON NOVEMBER 13, 2020 AT
APPROXIMATELY 1500 HOURS ABOVE SUBJECT WAS TRYING ON
A ROLEX WATCH, SERIAL# D131588, AT GLOBAL WATCHES, 55
WEST 47 STREET, AND THEN FLED THE STORE WITHOUT PAYING
OR AUTHORITY TO DO SO.
Anyone with information regarding the above subject ,
please notify Det. WILLIAM HELBOCK at 212-767-8415
OR Detective Borough Manhattan South at 212-477-7447
Investigator: Det. WILLIAM HELBOCK
Command Assigned: 243-MTN DET SQUAD
Case# 2020-2756 Complaint Report# 2020-018-05881
diamonddistrict.org
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Over 1,600 Police Officers Deployed for Raids and Three
Arrests in Dresden Jewelry Theft
A total of 1638 police carried out a series of searches in
Berlin and arrested three people in a massive operation
connected to the spectacular theft of 18th-century jewels
from a unique collection in Dresden in November 2019,
according to German law enforcement authorities.
The operation was coordinated by police and prosecutors
in Dresden investigating the November 25, 2019, theft of a
large diamond brooch, a diamond epaulette, and other
treasures from the Saxony city’s Green Vault Museum.
The police searched a total of 18 places, including 10
apartments, as well as multiple garages and vehicles. Their
target was “art treasures and possible evidence such as
computer storage media, clothing and tools,” Dresden police
and prosecutors said. The searches, focused on Berlin’s Neukoelln district, did not immediately turn up any of the
missing treasures.
“We’d have to have a lot of luck in order to find them a year after the crime,” Dresden police spokesman Thomas
Geithner told reporters.
Three people identified only as German citizens, two aged 23 and one 26, were arrested on suspicion of organized
robbery and arson. Police issued photos of two others, wanted on the same charges, identifying them as Abdul Majed
Remmo, 21, and Mohamed Remmo, 21.
The Green Vault is one of the world’s oldest museums. It was established in 1723 and contains the treasury of Augustus
the Strong of Saxony, comprising around 4,000 objects of gold, precious stones, and other materials. Analyses by
investigators, based in part on video footage, led them to conclude that at least seven people were involved.
SOURCE: Associated Press

NJ Jeweler Arrested for Refusal to Return Customers’ Pieces
Police arrested store, after 14 furious customers
fingered the Rumson, N.J. jeweler for refusing to return a
total of $560,000 in merchandise he took in for consignment
or repairs.
In a statement from Monmouth County Prosecutor
Christopher J. Gramiccioni, police began investigating
Goltsch after receiving complaints in July 2017 from three
Golden Goose customers that Goltsch stole jewelry valued
over $260,000 from them. Soon after, Goltsch was arrested
and charged with theft.
According to the prosecutor, after the initial case was
publicized, another 10 customers and one jewelry dealer
came forward, alleging that Goltsch had not returned a total
of $300,000 in merchandise.
In one of the new cases, a customer alleged that he paid Goltsch $34,500 for a watch between March and June 2018,
but that it was never delivered, and Goltsch has refused to refund the money, authorities said.
Another new victim, a jewelry dealer, provided diamonds worth $98,500 on at least eight occasions to Goltsch to sell
between April 2018 and June 2019. Despite numerous requests for payment or a return of the diamonds, Goltsch failed to
do so, said Gramiccioni.
A third person who came forward since Goltsch’s initial charges were filed said they gave him a large quantity of
sterling silver jewelry valued between $5,000 to $10,000 to melt in November 2015, but had not yet received payment,
according to the statement. Police say they expect more victims to emerge.
SOURCE: themonmouthjournal.com
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Four years later, Ohio Man Arrested for $7M Heist at
Wisconsin Jewelry Store
An Ohio man has been arrested and charged for his role in a $7 million heist at a Wisconsin jewelry store four years ago.
According to an affidavit filed in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, James Patrick Quinn, 55,
was involved in the burglary of Treiber & Straub Jewelers in the Milwaukee in July 2016.
The affidavit states the burglars entered the store by cutting phone and cable lines, removing light bulbs from exterior
lights, spraying foam onto external audio alarms before prying open the back door.
The suspects disabled the interior alarm system and cut a hole into the vault using sledgehammers and power tools,
taking more than $7 million in jewelry, diamonds, watches, and other items.
Authorities allege Quinn and his accomplices planned the burglary a year in advance. In 2015, the jewelry store called the
Brookfield Police Department to report seeing two men in surveillance footage carrying flashlights and looking into one of
the store’s windows. Surveillance video caught a single close-up of one of the men as he peered inside the store.
Nearly three years later, in July 2019, an FBI agent traveled to Youngstown, Ohio with a Brookfield Police Department
detective to meet with local law enforcement officials there regarding the burglary.
After careful review of the surveillance footage, officials identified Quinn as one of the subjects. Quinn is a known burglar
with 11 arrests between 1993 and 2016, including multiple charges of theft, breaking & entering, possession of burglary tools,
criminal trespass, burglary and receiving stolen property.
DNA evidence found at the 2016 crime scene determined that Quinn was present during the robbery. When officials arrived
at Quinn’s residence to arrest him, Quinn attempted to flee dropping a white plastic bag containing three paper envelopes
used to store diamonds that were identified as having once contained diamonds taken during the July 2016 burglary.
SOURCE: National Jeweler

JSA Warns of Spike in Distraction Jewelry Thefts
The Jewelers’ Security Alliance is tracking an uptick in distraction thefts at
jewelry stores.
In August, a suspect shopping in a New York City jewelry store concealed a
ring in the front pocket of his pants and walked out the door. In September, a
male suspect entered a jewelry store in Atlantic City carrying a few plastic bags,
which he placed on a showcase then walked around the store. Spotting a tray of
jewelry left out on a back counter, he moved his bags to that area, slid the tray
into a bag and exited the store.
In October, a man and a woman carrying a large shopping bag entered a
mall jewelry store in Philadelphia. The woman placed the bag on the counter next to merchandise she wanted to see,
while the man positioned himself between the bag and the sales associate, who left the showcase open while showing
the merchandise to the woman. While the sale associate was distracted during the sales presentation, the man reached
into the showcase twice and slipped the merchandise into his bag.
Also in October, a couple holding a small child asked to see various diamonds rings at a mall jewelry store in Arkansas.
While being shown multiple men’s diamond rings, the male suspect placed items in the woman’s purse, and they left the store.
In November, a man entered a jewelry store on W. 47th Street in NYC. He tried on a $25,000 Rolex then simply walked
out the door.

JSA Offers the Following Tips to Help Jewelers Avoid Distraction Thefts
1. Take the extra moment to lock showcases and put merchandise put away when removing or returning an item.
2. B
 e especially aware when customers place packages, coats, and handbags on the counter, especially when
position to block the view of a sales associate.
3. Keep an eye on customers wandering aimlessly—they might be looking for unlocked showcases or product left out.
4. Show only one item at a time.
5. Be aware that thieves often use small children to distract sales associates and to show they aren’t a risk.
diamonddistrict.org
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STOP THE SPREAD OF CORONAVIRUS:

MAINTAIN SIX FEET
OF DISTANCE
All New Yorkers must wear a face covering when
outside their home if unable to maintain at least
6 feet of distance between themselves and others.
New York State Executive Order No. 202.17.

6 FEET DISTANCE

Text COVID to 692-692 for real-time updates
or visit nyc.gov/coronavirus.
Call 311 to report harassment, discrimination, or a violation.
*Messages and data rates may apply. Check your wireless provider plan for details.

